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This thesis presents a full wave analysis for a stacked rectangular microstrip 
antenna. The rigorous Green functions of the complex structure are derived in 
the spectral domain. Integral equations for the unknown amplitudes of the surface 
current densities are formulated. Moment method together with Galerkin 
procedure are employed to solve for the unknowns. The surface wave poles of 
the integral are determined by Newton-Rhapson method. Method of folding 
around the pole is employed to minimize the error in numerical integration 
introduced by inaccurate poles location of the Green functions. The Gaussian 
Quadrature procedure is applied to evaluate the integrals. The matrix equations 
are solved by Gauss-Jordon method. > 
The effect of the size and the position of a parasitic element on the input 
impedance and the bandwidth of a linearly polarized stacked rectangular 
microstrip antenna are investigated theoretically. Integral equations for the 
unknown patch current densities are formulated in the spectral domain. It is 
found that the input impedance varies significantly with the size and the position 
of the parasitic patch. The result is important for bandwidth enhancement and 
impedance matching of the microstrip antenna. 
Hi 
The input impedance, impedance bandwidth, axial ratio bandwidth and far 
field radiation patterns of a circularly polarized stacked rectangular microstrip 
antenna are also investigated theoretically. It is found that the characteristics 
vary significantly with the position of the parasitic patch. The results are 
compared with experimental data available in the literature. 
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One of the major weaknesses of linearly polarized microstrip antennas is 
their narrow impedance bandwidth characteristic. Various methods have been 
investigated recently for improving the impedance bandwidth of microstrip 
antennas. Examples are as follows: (i) Addition of a parasitic patch on the top 
of the original patch. The lower patch is driven by a coax or a microstrip line. 
The size of the upper patch may be identical to the lower patch. In order to 
increase the impedance bandwidth, the two layers are separated by an airgap or 
by a dielectric material. Experimental results of impedance bandwidth, 
beamwidth, radiation patterns and estimated gain for the case of (a) identical 
patches and air separation, (b) identical patches and teflon separation, and (c) 
smaller parasitic patch and teflon separation are reported on [1]. It is found that 
,,the impedance bandwidth is increased with increasing the thickness of the lower 
dielectric layer. The radiation patterns' of the stacked rectangular microstrip 
antenna change significantly with the substrate spacing s and do not vary across 
the frequency band, (ii) Proximity coupling of the feed line to the patch antenna. 
Two identical dielectric layers are used to form the proximity-coupled microstrip 
antenna. The microstrip feed line with a small shunt tuning stub is printed on 
the lower dielectric layer and the patch element is located on the upper dielectric 
1 
2 
layer. The impedance bandwidth obtained is 13% for VSWR<2 [2]. However, 
the large crosspolarization is increased with the length of the stub. D.M.Pozar 
and B.Kaufman also propose the use of bending stub to reduce the effect of 
crosspolarization. (iii) Impedance matching of input port by stub lines[3]. The 
coplanar microstrip matching network is inserted between the patch element and 
the microstrip line feed. The basic microstrip impedance matching network 
element consists of half-wavelength open circuited stub and quarter wavelength 
interconnecting line. In the general consideration, the impedance bandwidth is 
increased with the number « of transmission resonators. For large n, however, 
the network becomes larger, more complex and lossier. The crosspolarization 
level is also higher than the single patch case. H.F.Pues and A.R.Van de Capelle 
attained 9.2% of impedance bandwidth of the patch antenna with two transmission 
resonators for VSWR<2.14 [3]. (iv) Gap-coupled multiple resonators to the four 
antenna edges. The single patch element is driven by coaxial feed. Four 
additional resonators with different resonant frequencies are gap-coupled to all 
edges of the driven element The impedance bandwidth of the configuration is 
25.8% for VSWR<2 [4]. However, the radiation patterns vary significantly across 
the whole frequency band. It is interested to find that the impedance bandwidth 
can not be increased substantially with increasing thickness of the dielectric layer 
for the case of two additional resonators electromagnetically coupled to the 
nonradiating edges of the driven patch antenna. Among these techniques, the 
effect of parasitic elements receives much more attention due mainly to the 
additional advantages of adjusting the beamwidth, gain and efficiency by the 
parasitic patch[5]. The full wave analysis of the stacked microstrip antenna 
using a mixed potential integral equation combined with the method of moments 
in the space domain is reported on [6]. The case of two identical dielectric layers 
with same patch sizes is investigated. The upper patch is offset in the radiation 
direction, the impedance bandwidth of this offset stacked microstrip antenna is 
3 
15% for VSWR<2. Also, the solution of stacked microstrip antenna with various 
patch geometry can be found in the spectral domain[7]. The authors propose the 
four structures: (a) rectangular-rectangular structure, (b) square-disc structure, (c) 
disc-disc structure and (d) triangular-triangular structure. The effects of the size 
and the location of the parasitic patch are studied qualitatively. Preliminary 
results are published only; no information about the variation of size of the 
parasitic patch on the input impedance and bandwidth of the linearly polarized 
stacked rectangular microstrip antenna is presented. Although this problem has 
been investigated by Dubost et. a/.[8], the result is not reliable as the transmission 
line method is employed which is an approximate approach. 
In this thesis, the variations of the size and the position of a parasitic 
element with the input impedance and the bandwidth of a linearly polarized 
stacked rectangular microstrip antenna are investigated by the methods of 
moments. Integral equations for the unknown patch current densities are 
formulated in the spectral domain. Galerkin procedure is employed to solve for 
the unknowns. The formulation can be considered as a generalization of the 
methods by Pozar[9] or Deshpande et. fl/.[10] for the single-patch case and by 
Damiano et. al.[7] for the double-patch case without an air gap between the 
dielectric substrates. The correctness of the analysis is confirmed with published 
^ data[8]. 
The theory is extended to study the stacked patch antenna for circularly 
polarized wave excitation. The characteristics of input impedance, impedance 
bandwidth, axial ratio bandwidth and far field radiation patterns are studied for 
proper spacing s between substrates. The results are compared with 
measurements in the literature. 
Chapter 2 
Analysis of Linear Polarized 
Stacked Rectangular Microstrip Antenna 
In this chapter, the spectral domain analysis is employed to analyse the input 
impedance, resonant frequency and half power bandwidth of stacked rectangular 
microstrip antenna. The Green's function of the complex structure are derived 
Moment method is employed to solve for the solution. Illustrative results are 
compared with measurements obtained in the literature[l,6]. 
2.1 GREEN'S FUNCTION FORMULATION 
The geometry of the structure to be considered is shown in Figure 1. An 
— » 
idealized excitation current = 8(x -xp) 5(^ -yp) z feeding the lower patch at 
(xpfyp9l) is assumed. The lower patch on z = / and the upper (parasitic) patch 
on z =l+s+h are supported by dielectric layers of relative permittivity An 
air-gap of thickness s separates the two dielectric layers. (ei<sa is suppressed.) 
4 
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The four stratified layers of this configuration are defined as follows: 
Region 1: 0<z </ 
Region 2: l<z<l+s 
Region 3:. l+s<z<Us+h 
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‘ Figure 1 Geometry of the patch antenna with parasitic element. 
. 2.1.1 Field Components [11] 
» 
The magnetic and electric field intensities (H and E) are expressed in terms 
of magnetic vector potential in this analysis. The magnetic vector potential in 
6 
region j due to a point current source /., i = 1,2 on an interface is denoted as 





In Cartesian coordinate, the solution of Aji(x,y,z) is expressed as, 
Afi=A^x+A^+Aiz (4) 
which satisfies the wave equation: 
To determine the solution of A
 fi, and A^y,z are transformed into the spectral 
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(6 
The quantity with is the Fourier transform of the corresponding one 
without 
7 
Transforming equation (5) into spectral domain , we have 
d2





In our case, k\ = := - p 2 and k^ = kl = p2.. 
Solving equation (7) we have 
Axf'\kx1ky1z) = (10) 
The unknown coefficients A -^, A J , AJ, andA are determined by 
— • 
the boundary conditions. The / / j and E^ can then be determined from equations 
(1-2). 
2.1.2 Boundary Conditions 
r ‘ . 
To derive the electric fields due to point horizontal electric current elements 
located on the lower and upper substrate surfaces. Specific current and I2 
directed to the positive ^-axis and located respectively at (x0lfy01)l) and 
(^02^02^+^+^) are considered. In this situation, we set A]i(kx,kyJz) = 09 
equation (4) can be simplified as +Ajz. The electric field produced by 
each current is considered seperately and is obtained by considering the Fourier 
transforms of the field components in separate regions. The solution of magnetic 
8 
vector potential is obtained by matching the tangential field components at the 
interfaces subjecting to boundary conditions. The transverse electric and * * 
magnetic field intensities at each interface is given as, 
(i) Tangential electric field is continuous at the interfaces on 
Zj, ) = 1,2,3,2^ = / , ^ = / + 5 and z3 = l+s +h. 
(ii) Tangential magnetic field component in i-direction is continuous at 
zj, j = 1,2,3. 
(iii) Tangential magnetic field component in -direction is discontinuous 
at the surfaces z =zt and z =z3 due to presence of surface current 
densities, 
(iv) Tangential electric field components are zero at the ground plane. 
(v) All fields vanish as z tends to infinity. 
In mathematical form, we have 
^(2.)=1^,(^) ,z = l,2 and; = 1,2,3 (11) 
(11) ^ ) = ¾ ^ ¾ ) ,i = l,2and; = l,2,3 (12) 
( i M )
 (13. 
z ^,23)-¾^3^,¾)] =Js2 (13 
(iv)
 « ,/ = 1,2 
,i = l,2 (14 
(V)
 « = 0 ,z = l,2 (15) 
— • — • 
where Jsl and Js2 are surface current densities at Zj and z3, respectively. 
p 
Results for the Fourier transforms of the components of the magnetic vector 
—• 
potential Afi{x,y,z) produced by the current elements and/2 are given belows: 
(i)For 0<z </ 
(16) 
J k^k^co^hji coskjs -^sin^h sin^] 1 . 
l+jkji^coskxh sin^y kxh c o s l Z 
. M W ^ W 17) KiiK^yy2) = p Sin^z 
^ f e - l ^ s i n ^ / . - ^ - W (18) 
A KytZ)= p p 
-jej^sm^h [(8^  + l^^cos^/i + jik^+e^) sin^h] 
[^(8^cos ^ /t cosk^s -k^mkjh. siny^) 1 
cos
 Kh sin k^ + e sin kjh. cos * cos kxz 
f k^cosk^ coskjs -k^smkjk sin/^ y] 1 
1+/^ 2¾cosK^1 sinA^ y sinkji cos 
/ … - D W ^ w ( 1 9 ) . 
J sin ^ (/i +1) cos & — (kl+ejc^) sinth sinsin^yl 
•1 f COS it, z 
[ +jzjc^smk^(cosJ^h sin /^ -er sin /^i c o s J 
(ii) For l<z<l + s 
j i l ^ m k j e - ^ ^ (20) 
r
 1 
J 2^¾ cosk^ + jk2sin^/z) cos ^ [z -(l+s)] 1 
[-jk^cos^h + jkx sin/Tj/z) sin^ 2[z -(1 + ^ )] J 
10 
_x
 02) ( 2 1 ) 
• { cos kj sink2(z -l)+k2 sin kj cos k2{z 1)} 
A
 21( * ky7Z)~ ~p~p 
-y'A^sinkxh cos kxl cosk^z -l)-kx s i n s i n / ^ ( z - / ) ] 
• [(er + l^^cos^/z + j(kl+zrk^) sin /^z] 
— Wjcjjcy cos kxh + /6^2 sin … cos kjiz-(l+s)]] 
[+^¾sinkxh y8r/:2coskxh)sin/^ [z -(/+^)]] 
J k^l^cosk^ cosk^ —kY sinsin/:2j) 1 
k 1+7¾¾ cos ^ /i sinA^ y +^111^ cos^ y)J 1 
) _ f . ( 2 3 ) 
sin^/i[zjc^coskj cosk^z -l)-kYsinsmkj^z 1)] 
J cos kj cos k2s sin s i n ^ 1 
[-./Er(A:1 cos kj sink^s sin kj cos k^ )J 
+ 501^ / COS 
[zjcjjc^coskji + ; £ ^ 2 s i n ) c o s k 2 [ z -(I 
‘
 cos
 + jk sin ) sin kjiz (/ + )]J ^  
(iii)For l+s <z <l+s+h 
/ 01) (24) 
, ,z)= — 




f cos J cos k^ - s i n sin k^) sin [z - (/ + j)] ! 






. J zjc^osk^ cos A:/ sin/:^  sin^j 1 
^^^4+7 (eA cos sincosA:2j)J 
•sin^Jz-^ + .y)] 
+/ sin kxh [erk2 cos kj cos ^ y - ^  sin kj sin jt^ ] 
J-(8r + l)^COS 40-(/+5+/^1 • 
+¾cosArJz-(l+s+h)] - je^sink^z -(/+^ + h)]} 
J k^k^cosk^h cosA^y smk^h smk^) 1 
8r c o s c o s k y h sink^s k^h c o s ) } 
, (27) 
A
 32( jc, , Z ) -
‘ [ " . / ,
 r J Kcosk.lz-il+s + h)] 1 1" 
I c s sinA^ y +kx sin k j cosyfe^ y) 
8
 J k^smkyh^ coscosAy -k^smkj. sini^ y) 1 
cos kjh cos kj sink^s +¾ sin kj cos k^ )j 
I • s i n ^ b - ^ + j)] J 
••s > 
+(8^  cos kj cos ^  ^ sin kj sink^s) 
kj^siak^i^ coskj cosk^ -/^smkj sin/y)] 
•cos^tz-^ + j)] 
+¾¾ cos sin/^ s +^131^1 cosily) > 
fy(er^2C0S^ + JK sin /^z) sin^[z 
. L 1 -ysAsin^A cos [z — (/ + ^ )] jj -
(iv) For i > / + s + h 
tx
 f1r u MA^sin^/ -/(^+^,+^-(/+^0]} (28) /y^K^KyfZ) — — e 
rx fIr , (29) 
[^2sin^Acoscos-J^smkJL sinyt2j) 1 
1+^  cos^ A cos k j sink^ s +^sin t j cos k^ )\ 
•
 g
 +V02+- +J+A )i > 
12 
Ul^-Vik jc^mk. l (30) 
A41(/:x, KyJ Z) — pp 
. . J -(e^coskj cosk^s sin^/ sin^) 1 
j k ^ sin
 c o s s i n ^ +kx sin cos/:^)} 
f k^cosk^h c o s - ^ s i n ^ / i sin/^y) 1 
+ icos ! coskji sin^y ^J^smk^h cos^y)}^ 
•
 +
 Voi+*2Iz +0J> 




-sin kjh. (e cos kj sin^y + kx sin kj cos )— 
I ^smk^i^coskj cosk^s-k2smkll sin^y) I 
[ {+^005^(^00$kjsiak^s -^^smk^cos/^y)JJ ‘ 
+ kx sin kji (s cos kxl cos k^ —^smkj sin^y) 
J k2coskxhcoskxl cosk^s 2sin / sinA^y)! 
, [-^j sin kxh {kx cos kxl smk^+k^ sin kxl cos/y)J 
where 
j k^ coskxl coskjS -k2smkj sink )^ coskxh + jk^smkyh) 1 
1
 [+/¾¾ cos sin^y cos^s) {k c^osk^h + sin^/i)/ ( 
j k^z^cos^h + jkx sin^A) ( e ^ c o s c o s ^ y -kx s i n s i n ^ ) 1 
2
 cos^A + jz^smkyh) (e^coskj s i n k ^ s s i n c o s ^ y ) J ( ) 
The Pt and P2 are characteristic equation for the transverse electric surface 
wave pole and the transverse magnetic surface wave pole, respectively. 
13 
The Green functions ( 5 7 4 , / = 1,2 011(17 = 1,:2,3,4, of electric field 
components are then obtained form the following formulas: 
(i)For 0 < z < / 
( 3 4 ) 
‘ (s -k P2 ‘ j cos k^ cos - ^ sin kjk sin k^] 1 
1+/^ 2¾ cos^/i sin Ay +^111^ cosA^ y]J 
- / (8^1)¾ sin V 
“ {-jz^sm^hi^ + ^ k^cos^h + jikl+zj^smkjk^ s^in^ z 
f k^z^oosk^h cosk^ -k^mkji sin^j) 1 
cos^ /i sin/y + Ej^sin^h cos^ y)/ ‘ f k^cos^h cosk^s ^ k^m.kjt sin^y] 1 
[ [+/¾¾ coss in^y -^ k^ smk^ h cos/^ y]J J 
= (35) 
.. - - 1 n 
1 r r SUlk Z 
Wjc^mk^h +1) cos ( ^ + 8 ^ ) sin^/z sin sin 1 
‘ [ +jerklk2smk7s(cosk1h sin^/ -e^in^/i cos^/) £ 
d k
 z a , ( 3 6 ) 
f k^coskxh cos^y sin^/i sin^] 1 
cos
 sin Ay + sin ^  A cos A^ y]/ 
+y(£r "* sin 
• -jej^sin^h [(£r + + jik^+z^) sin^/i]] ^ . j k^e^cos^h cosk^s-kx smkji smk^) 1 1 
1+/^¾ cos kxh sink^  + sin /^z cos ^ ) / ‘ 
J [/½ cos cos k^s - ^ sin kjh. sin k^]) 




r sjji 2 
I sink^ h fl)coskjS-{k{+erk^)sinkjk sinkj s i n 1 
‘ [ siakj-e^m^h coskj) 
~
 (lr , -;co K (38) 
. J K\Jhcosf^h cosk^ sinkxh sink^ ] 1 
^ 4 + ) ¾ ¾ cos kjt sin + & sin kxh cos 
+p2(e r- l)sin^/ 
J ^ ( 8 ^ 2 c o s c o s ^ y sin^h sink^) 1 1 
[+/8,.¾¾cos^/z s i n ^ +zfk2smklh cosA y^)J -
f k ^ c o s k j i c o s ^ -^s in^/ i sin Ay] 1 
‘ I 1.+7^2¾cos^/z sin/^y sin^/r cosife^]] J^  
GUk k (39) 
‘ / ^ 2 ‘ 
, +P2(er-1) 
{zjcj^smk^h +1) cos Ay — {k l+z^smk x h sin siny^y] 1 
‘ [ +jzrk1k2sink7s(cosk1h smkj -e^in^h coskj) £ 
(ii) For I <z <l+s 
GUk k (40) 
^iCOS^/i +jk2smk1h)cosk2[z-(l + ^ )] 1 , 
' H-Afecos^/I + ^ 8111 /^1)8111^2-(/+ )^11 
+7(8,-1)¾ 
)1^ sin kjt [s cos kxl sin k^z I)+kx sin kxl cos k2(z - /)]] 
-[(8r + l^cos^ / i +7(^ +8,¾2) sin^A] ^ 
^ Je^C^ cos kYh+ js.^ sin^/z) sin kjz -(/ + ,y)]] 
[-^ (¾ sin A - jzj^cosk^h) coskj[z (/ +j)]J 
J k^cos^h cos k^s -kx sin^/z sin Ay) 1 
.• l+j^i cos kxh sin ^ +¾ sin kxh cos C0S ^ 
15 
cuk k (41) 
• ‘ f o o ^ 
cos sinA:2(z - / )+¾ s incos / : 2 ( z -1)} 
sin^/i [ e ^ c o s ^ / sin/^(z - / ) + ^ sin cosk2(z /)]] 
“ J ^ c o s ^ / c o s ^ -k2smkll s i n 1 k 
[-,/8,.¾ cos sin/^y ^ ^ s m k ^ cos/:^)( 
+sin /cos/:!/ 
J £^2¾ cos k^h + jzj^ sin kxh) sin [z - ( / 
w [ [+/^(8^2cos^ /i + jkxsmkyj^coslc^z -(/ j 
( 4 2 ) 
j kjj^ cos^h + jf^sin^h)coskjiz - (/ + j)] 1 
^-jk^cos^h + jkx siak^smkjiz (/ + •?)]/ 
- n 
y^sin^/i [zj^coskj sin^(z l)+kx sin cosk2(z - /)]] 
- [ ( e ^ I ^ c o s ^ / i + 7(^+8^2) sin^/i] 
f e^A ! cos kyh + sin kjh) sin ^ [z - ( /+^)] ] 
smkxh - je^cos^/z) cosk2[z (/ +j)]J 
J k^coskji cosk^s -^sm^h s in1 
‘ ‘ 1+/¾¾ cos^/i s i n 0 + &sinkji cos k^)J C 0 S 1 
1 • ( 4 3 ) 
P2{kx cos kj sink^ z - / )+^s in kxl cos k^z /)} , 
[sin^/i [zj^cos kxl sin^(z ly+k^mk^ cos^(z /)]] 
f ^coskj cosk^s s i n s i n 1 
l •/ « cos^/sin/^y +/¾ sin cos^)J 
+s|n / cos 
f cos^/i + jzj^smkji) sin^tz-(/+^)]] 
‘ I + A sin^A)cosk2[z - (/ + j)]J J 
16 
Cut k (44) 
. J kjjc^osk^h + j^sink^sinkJiz-Q+s)] 1 
1+7^¾ cos ^ /z + sin /:) cosit2[z - (1 + )^] J 
+P2(er-1) jf^sin/^h[e^cos^/ cos^(z - / ) - ^ sinsinkjj /)] 
'[(er+ 1)^005/:^ + y^f+e^sin^/z] ^ 
f er^ 2( i cos kyh + jz^ sin kxh) cos k2[z-(l+s )]1 
[+^ (¾ sinkxh jzj^cos^h) sink2[z — (/ + j)]J 
J k^kjcoskji cos Ay —k^ mkjh. sin/y) 1 
‘ I [+7^2¾cos^/i sin/^y 4-^sin^/i cos^y)J 1 
/ _ —-•/ (45) 
«• 
/^ 2% cos / cosk^z ^-^smkj smk^z -1)} 
sm^h [zj^coskj cos^(z / ) - ^ sin s in^z /)]] 
J ^ cos cosA:^  -h^mkji sinj^ 1 
[ - . /^¾ cos sin^y sin cos^)J 
•fsin/^/ coskyl 
fe^C^cos^/i + /8^2sin^/i) coskjz -(1+^)]] 
‘ I [-/^(8^2cos ^ /i + jkx sin^h) sinkjiz -(1+j)]J J^  
(iii) For l+s <z <l+s+h 
‘ (eA2-^2 ‘ 
•{ cos [z — (/ +s +h)] — jk^sink^z - (/ + j + A)]} 
+7(8,-1)¾ . 
. J e ^ cos cos/y sin sin/y 1 
J£r li+j(^rk2cos sin k^ + kx sin kxl cos k^ )J 
•cos^Jz - ( / + j)] 
+j sin k^h [zj^ cos krl cos/^y - kx sin kJL sin k^s] 
“ J (er + l^^sin^Cz+ 1 • 
"l+yX^+s^cos^tz -(/ + j +/i)]J 
- ¾ sinAr^ z (/ + j + A)] + jej^coskjz-(l+s + /z)]} 
J k^ coskyh cosA^y -^sin^/i sin^ y) 1 
er cos cosk} sin^ y sincos^)} 
17 
\ kjj^ coscosk^ -k^ sin kj sin k^s) sin [z — (/ + )] 1 
[+ ( cos kj sin k^s +k2 sin kj cos k^s) cos kx[z (/ + )]j 
f J" ^smk^z-il+s+h)] 1 11 
Asin" cosV{+.eAcos^[z _{l+s + h)]\ 
^-(e^cos^/ sin^y + smkj cosk2s) 
“ J s i n ^ / 1 ¾ c o s - ^ s i n ^ / s i n ^ ) 1 ^ 
[+^  cos kji cos kxl sin+k2sink1l cos ^ )) 
[ - C O S ^ T Z - ( / + J ) ] J 
+(erk2coskll cosA^y sin sinA^y) 
k^smk^i jc^oskj i cos^y sin sin^y) 
•sin [z — (/+•?)] 
- k ^ c o s k j sink^s 4-^sinA !/ cos Ay) , 
+ iK sin^/z) cos^[z - (1 + 
. I I 1 +7^8^1^ sin^[z -(/ +s)] JJ L 
ryf1r1r yco^sin^/ (48) Lt31(/Tx Ky, Z) — ^ ^ PlP2 
P1{klcos^[z-(l-^-s + h)] - jf^sinkjz ~(l+s+h)]} 
a 
. J ej^cos kxl cos kjS ~kx smk^ sin Ay | 
^l+yXeAcos^/ smk^+kx s incos fc^) } 
•cos&fz-G + j)] 
+j sin^h cos cos^y sin sin/y] ‘ 
“ J (£, + l)^sin ^ [z -(/+^+ h)] 1 • 
1+/(^ +2^ 2)008^ -^(/+5- +/i)]J . 
- ¾ sin^[z (/ + j + /z)] + y cos ^ [z - ( / + /i)]} 
J k^^coskji cosk^s -kx sin^/i sin/y) 1 
ercos Jj+y ( coskxh sink^  H-^sin^/i cos^)J 
18 
6y(k k Z H ( 4 9 ) 
P j ^^CQskJ c o s - s i n s i n / ^ O s i n A r J z — (/ +<y)] 1 
‘
 2l+ i( i cos sin ^  sin kxl cos k^) cos [z - (/ + j)] J 
\
 t T , ; ; ; J ^smk.iz-il+s+h)] 1 1] 
-Ke^cos^/ sin+kx smkj cos Ay) 
^^
2
 J ^ 2 s i n k y h ( k x c o s c o s - k ^ s i n k j sin^r) 1 [+^  cos kxh {kx cos kj sinkjs sin kj cos 
[ • cos ^  [z - ( / +5)] J 
W 2 c o s c o s k ^ s -kysmkyl s i n ^ ) f 
kj^ sinkji (kx cos kxl cosk^ -l^smkj smk^) 
'sinkjlz-Q+s'jl 
-k^ cos kj sin + sin J cos Q ) ‘ 
J y ( e A C 0 S ^ + J^i sin ) cos ^  [z - ( / + j )]1 
. I 1 1 +/e s i i^ /zs inyz — (/+<0] II j . 
& {k k (50) 
s i n ^ [ z + + cos ^ - ( l + s + h ) ] } 
+P2(er-1) 
J z^coskj cosk^s sin j^/ sink^s 1 
1+; (eA cos sinAy +^111^1 cos )} 
• sin^Jz -(/ + j)] 
“ +j sm^h [zjc^coskj cos A^y sin sini^y] 
J~(8r + 1 ) ¾ COS + /z)]l • 
+ ¾ cos [z — (/ + j + /¾)] — ye^sin^tz (/ + j +/z)]} 
J k^coskjt coskjs-k^smk^h sin/^ y) 1 
ercos coskxh sink^s •'trk^simk^ cos/^y)J 
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_-;co kx (51) 
. J ^½¾ coskj cosk- sinkxl sink2s) cos^ [z - ( / + ^)]] j 1 4 i( i cos sink^ + ^ s i n ^ / cos/^j) sin^Jz -(/+ j)]J 
+P2(er-1) 
f f .
 ; . r ; ; J cos [z-(/ + j+/0] 1 11 
S m 1 C S M - y sin 
-(e^coskj sin/y sin / cosAr^y) 
J l^smk^i^coskj coskjs -^sinkj sin/y) 1 
[+^ cos kjh, {kx cos kxl sin/^ y +^10.^1 cos k^)J ' 
^ I -8111^^ -(/+ )^] J 
+(8,,/¾ cos cos^y — sinkj sin Ay) 
kjc^ sin kji cos kj cos f^s sin sin k2s) 
•cos^Jz-(/+51)] 
•r +/:^008^/ sin^y +^10.^1 cosk^s) " 
Jy(eAc o s^ + sin 5111/^ 0 + 
. I I 1 -je^sin^hcos^[z-(/ +s)] JJ J , 
(iv) For z>l+s +h 
rut k (5¾ 
Z )
 ^ P,P2 
(^0 1 2 
+(8,-1)¾ 
“ . . J -(8^2cos cos^y s i n s i n / ^ y ) 1 
, i K K c o s k x l s m k ^ -k-kySmk^lcos^y)} 





GUk k (53) 
• 2 I sin l"( i coskxl cosk2s -k2sink^ sin^y) 1 
0 x 2[+/:1 cos kji ikx cos kj sin k^ + k2 sinkxl cos k^s)J 
+(8,-1)¾ 
k^sinkj coskj 
^ -sinWeAcosh/sin^y+Z^sinh/cosA^) , ^ 
J ^ sin^/i^cos^/ cosk^s -k^sinkj sin^y) 1 
“ I cos^h cos sin + ^  sin cos k^)J J ‘ 
sin^/1(8,,¾coscos f^s s i n s i n ^ y ) 
f/^ coskxh(kxcoskyl cosk^ -k^ smkj sin^y)! 
, I l 1 sin kxh (kx cos kxl smkjs +^111^1 cos/^y)J 
-jkjiz-il+s+h)} 
‘e 
& { k k z V y c o ^ s i n ^ / (54) 
W — ) -
 P i P 2 
. j -(£^2cos cos-kx sin sin^) 1 jkj^ sin
 cos sin^ +/^1^/ cos^y)} 
{ coskyh cosk^ —k^mk^ sin/^y) 1 
+£ coskj^j^^ cos^/i smk^ +^111^ cos/^ y)J ^ ^ 
-jUz-(l+s+t)] 
•e 
y —/co (55) 
J ^ s in^ / i ^cos^ j / cosk^s —k^smk^l s i n 1 
cos ^ /1¾ cos^/ sin^y +/¾ sin / COS/:2J)J 
/ :¾ sin cos 
^ ^ -8^1^/1(^^2008^/ sin-^ k^ mk^  cosk^s)— f k2smklh(klcoskllcos^y -^smkj sink^s) 1 
“ I 1+ 1 cos kxh cos kj sin k2s + 2 sin / cos )J j ‘ 
sinkxh(e coskxl cosk^ s s i n s i n 
J k2 cos kxh {kx coskj cos k^s-/^smkj s i n ^ ) l 
w [ s ink^i^ c o s s i n A ^ j +^111 k j cos/y)J J 
-jk^z-il + s + k)] 
• e 
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& ( k k (56) 
W ) kl P,P2 
K J^3 2 
+P2(er-1) 
— • . j -(e^cos^/ cos^ -kx smk^ smk^) 1 
/ A^ i+ je^z^cosk j l siak^ s sinkj cosk^ s)J 
J ^(^cos^/i cos^j -^sm^h sink^s) 1 
+e i c o s c o s k x h sin/^j +k1smklh cos 
• e 
2
 z) p,p2 
j s i n c o s c o s / y -i^sin^/ sin/^ y)l 
cos kxh (/ ! cos kj sin Q + sinkj cos k^s)J 
sin cos / 
-smk^ie^coskj sin^ y sin /^ cosk^) — ^ 
J ^ sin^/i^cos^/ cos^ y -l^smkj sinh^) 1 [ [+^008/:^(^008^/ sin/^y +k2svakll cosA^)jJ ‘ 
sin ^ /1(8^ cos coskjs —kx sin sini^) 
J k^coskxh(kxcoskxl cos/y -A^sin^/ sin/^ y)! 
[ sin ^ /1¾ cos sin^ cos ^ ) ] 
-jkj.z-il+s+h)] 
• e 
The Green functions of the electric field components due to -directed 
current element can be obtained by equations (34-57) together with transformation 
of coordinates (kx ky, ky kx). 
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2.2 GALERKIN'S METHOD 
Next, the integral equations are formulated by enforcing the total tangential 
— • 
electric field produced by the excitation current J) and the surface current 
densities Jsl on z = /, and on z = / + s to zero, according to the boundary 
conditions, i.e.: 
+ E(Js2) + E(f{) = 0 at z=lJl+s + h (58) 
• ¥ 
Jsl and Js2 are the unknowns to be determined by the method of moments. The 
— > — • ^ » —p — • — » 
electric fields E(Jsl) produced by Jsl and E(Js2) produced by Js2 are obtained 
• —+ — • 
from equation (34-57), and the electric field £(/,) produced by / , . 
The unknown surface current densities on the patches are expanded into a 
sets of N basis functions: 
— h N:+2 (59) Jsi = ^ JW+ W " = 2 
where is the unknown amplitude of the basis function J^f ^-. Equation (58) 
can be rewritten as, 
In i-direction: 
2 f \ ( ^2 H _ (60.fl) 
E { / ^ ,at z = / , /+5 + ^  
In y-direction: 
2 f (Ni \ (Ki 1 (60.6) 
I \Ey S / / ,• I / ½ = - at
 Z = / , / … A f=l L 0 = 1 J J) 
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f 4 
To solve for the unknowns, it is necessary to have Nt = iVt- linearly 
V i= :1 ) 
independent equations. The equation (60) which are then weighted with the 
testing functions. An inner product < w,g > can be defined as, 
<wJ'g> = jjjw»'gdxdydz (61) 
z y x 
A particular choice of the testing functions may be identical to the basis 
functions, using the Galerkin procedure. Then the inner product of a testing 
function and an electric field component is known as impedance function. The 
impedance functions and voltage vector functions are obtained by different ways: 
Z^ - both testing and basis currents in i-direction 
Z -testing function in -direction and basis function in j-direction 
Zyx - testing function in -direction and basis function in f-direction 
TP - both testing and basis functions in ^-direction 
Vx - both testing and electric field due to in -direction 
Vy - both testing and electric field due to /,z in y-direction 
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Each impedance function with different testing function and electric field 
component is found as follows: 
+CO-H- (52) 
1 7 7 (63) 
J Q - K k Ukx,ky,l\Jx dkxdky 
•H»-H» (64) 
Z ^ m ^ - ^ f ‘ /“^ + MM 
—o —o 
1 7 7 (65) Z^m^^—J J ’- “ + s + 
-H» -H« (66) 
^,/½)f f
 mll(-‘- J dk 
+o  +o  (67) 
,—oo 
2 ^ ^ ) = - , / f J ; ( - X D ! + s + hlJ^W 
—O  —CO 
1 7 7 (69) 
-H-H- (70) 
( )= / ‘ ( - , )^( ,VI 
. —o ->oo 
•H-+- (71) 




J* ]>—(- , ) v+J+ ;y 
,-co ~oo 
• y" 
1 7 7 (7 3) 
1 77 (74) 
1 7 7 (75) 
^ , ^ ) = ^ ] J l\JynJ)dkxdky 
1 7 7 ( 7 6) 
J ‘ - ( ‘ V … 
+»+»o (77) 
1 7 7 P r 1 (78) 
= J 7 (^-^ ,-^ ) J dkxdky 
^ , -oe Lx 0 
1 7 7 '=/ 1 (79) J J dk^dky 
-CO … Lz =s0 -
1 7 7 P r 1 (80) 
^ ) = - ^ J J ^ 1 ( - ^ J E\{kx1kyiz\J^dz dkxdky 
‘^OO Lz =0 -
+«+co Z=S/ 1 (81) 
S^ii-K-ky) j EKK^zW^dz dkxdky 
) - 0 0 L z = o -
Note that the EXjikxikyiZj\= Gyri{kx,kyfzj)Jynii in equations (66-69) and 
E]ikxi ky9 zj\ Jyn^ = Gxji(kx, ky} Zj)Jynii in equations (74-77), /=1,2 and 7=1,3. 
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~ ¥ — • 
The electric field £(7,) is not derived in equations (78-81) and can be 
avoided by employing the reciprocity theorem. The reciprocity theorem is given 
by: 
J J j £ a . 7 , dxdydz = J J / ¾ • dxdydz (82) 
2 y x zyx 
Equations (78-81) are rewritten as, 
+«+« % - (33) 
, L z =0 . 
-H» 2 =/ (84) 
^ ( ^ = --^11/,.(-^,-^) J E\lkxtky1z\Jx^dz dkxdky 
^ 7 «00 -oe Lz =0 « 
-H»-H» 2=/ 1 (35) 
\ , —«0 —0 Lz =0 • 
4«+« *=/ "1 (36) 
I dkxdky 




j ^[^cos^/i cos^ -^sin^/z sin^y] 1 
j 1 4+7¾¾ cos kxh s i n ^ H-^sin^/i cos Ay]} 
J -jzjqsmk^h[(£r + l ^ ^ c o s ^ / i + j{kl+ £^)sin/^/i] I sin 
f k^s^cos^h cosk^s -kx sin^/i s i n ^ ) V K 1’ 1 (8 7) 
[+78^2¾ c o s s i n ^ y + zrk2sink^h cosk^s)J ^ 
J kyl/^cosk^ c o s s i n ^ / i sin^y] 1 
. I [+/¾¾ cos kxh sin + 2sin kxh cos J ^  
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… iKPi ‘ 
“ JX, (88) 
J e » 2 s i n k ^ h + /)cosk^ (kf+8^)sinkxh sinktl sinA^l K ^ ^ 
‘ [ + 7 8 ^ 1 ^ ^ ^ ( 0 0 8 s i n k j -ersincos^/) J' 
Then we arrive at the following matrix equation: 
[Z] [/] = \V] (89) 
NtxNt Ntxl Ntxl 
m [zt [z r n [ n_ [n] (90) 
[ZJ = , [/J = , [V]= 
Uzn [Z^ IJ L[HJ L[V°]_ 
2.3 NUMERICAL METHOD [9] 
Equations (62-77) and (83-86) are evaluated numerically. The integration 
range of kx and ky is from -©o to The coordinate transformation from 
rectangular (Jcx,ky) to polar (a’P) is given as, 
= pcosa (91.a) 
= |3sina (91.¾ 
The range of P is from to and a is form 0 to 2iz. For a fixed value 
of (3, kx and ky are periodical function of a. 
Consider the three kinds of the integration are shown as 
i ^ 7 (92) 
2 Jw(-kx-ky)GxJt(kxiky)mda (27C) aio^to 
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T ^ 7 (93) 
= —2 Jw{-kx-ky)GyJ.(kxtky)mdOL 
cciopto 
7 (94) 
^ = J da 
)aiopio 
where Je, J{ and Jw are the Fourier transformation of the surface current density 
Je, the excited current and the testing function Jw, respectively. Let JetitW be 
a product of a function of kx and a function of ky, i.e., 
Jxe(kx)^a+ib (9M 
Jyt(ky)^c+id (96.¾ 
Jxi(kx) = \+iv (96.c) 
= (9 6 . 
Jxw(rkx)=p-iq (9M 
Jli-ky) = r-is (96 /) 
where 
a,p and i are even functions of kx 
c,r and ^ are even functions of ky 
b,q and v are odd functions of kx 
d,s and ^ are odd functions of ky 
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The product of Je and Jw9 and Jt and Jw are expressed as, 
JtJw =AC -BD +i(BC +AD) (91.d) 
JlJw=PR-QS+mR+PS) (97.¾ 
where 
Real part of Jxe(kx)Jxw(r-kx): A=ap+bq (98.a) 
Imaginary part of J^QQJ'JtJQ: B =bp-aq (98 
Real part of 7 ^ ( ^ ) / ^ ( - ^ ) : C=cr + ds (98.c) 
Imaginary part of / ) / : ( - ): D = dr — cs (98.0 
Real part of J K K V U - K ) ' = i p + (98.e) 
Imaginary part of JKKVlirK)^ 2 ="op W (98 
Real part of Jyi(ky)Ji(-ky): R^^r + ^ s (98 
Imaginary part of J]{ky)JHrky): S (98./i) 
The signs of the Green functions Gx,y'\ JJW and H and the components 




a Gx Gy G' AC BD BC AD PR QS QR PS 
o - ! + + + + - + + + - + + 
+ - - + + - + + + + 
3K 
+ + - + - - - + - - -
Y~27C + - + + + + + + + = 
(b) 
a GXAC GXBD jQxBC jG'AD GyAC CVBD j&EC jCyAD G'PR G'QS jG'QR jG'PS 
0 - | + + + + -‘ + + + - + + 
+ + - + - + - - - + -
37C 
7C — y + - - + - - - - + + + 
3Jt ^ 
j-2n + + + - - - - + + + + -
Total 4G'ac 0 0 0 0 -^ g'bd 0 0 0 0 j^qh 0 
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TABLE I (b) shows the odd and even properties of the integrand GxJeJw, 
GyJ eJ^ and GzJiJw. The integration range of a can be reduced from [0,7c] to 
[0 |]. Equations (92-94) are written as: 
i _ (99) 
a=0p 0 
I ^ (100) 
a=0P=0 
. I — (101) 
vx,y==
-^ J J (- P a 
a=0P=0 
Since the integration range of a is reduced to [0|]. The computing time 
for each integral is faster than the original case by four times. • 
Regarding the basis functions, Entire Basis (EB) modes are chosen in this 
analysis. The EB modes are in the following forms: 
‘ 1 mf7C ] (102.a) 
. 0 elsewhere 
‘ 1 ] (102.¾ 
/ ; >0= s H K ( ” - … < £ V a n d < y < W f 
. 0 elsewhere 
where and (z = 1,2) are the dimensions of the patches (Figure 1). 
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The Fourier Transforms of the equations (102.a and 102.b) are given by: 








 (2^)2 ( )2 ( 1), e 
x
 “ (^wf-iniTi)2^ J e kydi 
Note that the effect of the edge condition is neglected in choosing the expansion 
modes. 
The excited current J^x.y^z) and the Fourier transform Ji{kx,ky) are chosen 
as, 
J ^ y ^ ^ x - x ^ H y - y , ) (104) 
Using the odd and even properties of the basis function, we obtain, 
( 1 0 6 
According to the equation (106) we can find the following relationship 
between the impedance elements as: 
m^m',. i = l ,2 (107) 
2^(m,. m\) = ( - l r^ 'Z^rnVm, . ) m; = 1,2,3,-- N, 
1,¾ 3 •••’",-
,/ = 1,2 (108) 
Z”( n = (-l)v"'‘Z”(n>f) ^ = 1,2,3,.. 
«',. = 1,2,3, • • %Nl+2 
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i = l , 2 , ; = 1,2 (109) 
Z (m,• ) = r n { = 1,2,3,--
. 1,2,3, • • •’ Ni+1 
4 //.(^-1) 2 
In our case, only Nt{Nt + l)- 2 11 (^1+^1+2) integrals are needed 
i = 1 L i = l 
to compute. 
The functions Px and P2 equations (32) and (33) are functions of P only. 
Moreover, the zero (p0) of P2 appears in the interval [k0i^[e^k0]. The value of p0 
is determined by the Newton-Rhapson method[12]. The k + \ step of this 
procedure is given as, 
r
 k > 1 _ 
where 
dP2 dk, dP^ n dP^ d 23 dP^\ (111) 
=
 e r l c o s K h -k^smkyh , (112) 
=-e r | kj cos cosh(| kji s)+kx s i n s i n h ( j kj s) (113) 
23 = 1 cos kyh + £r| k^ sin kxh (114) 
2^4 = -er | k^ coskxl sinh(| A^U)+^ s i n c o s h ( | k^s) (115) 
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^ 2 1 dk, . dkx \d\kji “ | 7 ydkx . ; 1 (116) 
= S U 1
 ~




s m k i h ' 
dPn dky dkx d\kji (117) 
-^p- = s i n s i n h ( | ) + k j coskxl sinh(| kjis)+kxs s i n c o s h ( | k2\ s) 
‘d\kji dkx d\k2\ ‘ 
+er ^ - c o s k j cosh(| + |k2\ l sinkj cosh(| coskj sinh(|k2\s) 
dP^ dkx , , , dkx , f f dl^| dk, 1 (118) 
dP^ dk, dky d\kji (119) 
- ^ p - = s i n k x l c o s h ( k^s)+kxl coskxlcosh(|A:2|J)+k^s sinkjsinh(jk^s) 
“d\kji dkx d\kji " 
+sr c o s k j s i n h ( | s i n k x l s i n h ( | k j i s ) - \ k 2 \ s c o s k j c o s h ( | k ^ s ) 
Converge solution of p0 can be found if the initial value of p0 is set to 
1.001¾. 
The root of the characteristic equation for transverse magnetic surface wave 
pole P2 versus substrate spacing s is shown in Figure 2. It is interested to find , 










^ • • • • ^ • ^ • — • — • • — • • • • • • • ^ • ^ — • • ” “ — „ , • • •• •• •• •• " _ _ _ • ” “ " “ •• •• 
1 r r •» 1 r r 
0 0.001 0.002 0.003 0.004 0.005 0.006 0.007 0.008 0.009 0.01 
s (m) 
® (iii) 
Figure 2 Roots of P2 versus substrate spacing sf f= 10 GHz. 
& ! = h = 0.0254cmander = 2.17 
(ii) l = 0.0762cm, h = 0.0254cm and er = 2.17 
(iii) l = 0.08cm, h = 0.16cm and er 2.55 
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After the determination of (30, the integration range of p is divided into 10 
finite intervals and (3 is terminated at 150p0. The boundary values of each interval 
are shown below in term of (30 
(i) 0 - p o 
(ii) P o - 2 P o 
(iii) 2p0 - 5p0 
(iv) 5p0 - 10po 
(v) 10p0-20(30 
(vi) 20(30 - 30p0 




Note that each interval of a and p is evaluated by using the Gauss-Legendre 
quadrature with n=32 and «=96 node-point formulas, respectively. The 
integration path of (3 is shown as Figure 3. The effect of the pole is evaluated 
by the residue theorem. 
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» 
/ w \ 
J I l 
»i' 'I* 'I* ' 
k0 Po Re[P] 
Figure 3 Integration path of (3. 
The numerical technique of folding around the pole [13] is used to minimize 
the error introduced by inaccurate evaluation of the pole location of the Green 
function. The following steps of this procedure is shown as, 
(i) The integrand T is decomposed into two parts, one is P2 and the 





(ii) Calculate the critical value of 
= d<s>dp^ d2p^ ^ max r\ ____2 jr 2 /•——— — vu —— dp dfi ^ 
P = Po 
The value of j2p2 is evaluated by the numerical differentation of 
2
 P = Po 
the equation (111) at (3 = p0-
. . . . . i . . . . . . .. : . . 
(iii) The integration /(p) is expressed as, 
Po 0 
m = jv((3) + ]V(P) + jn
 d
 0) 
0 P0 [ 2(Po)] 
then 
P0 
m = frF(p)+T(2p p)] + — j %
 d { )] 
(iv) Integrand of the first integral in part (iii) is chosen as, 
if | ? m J < m P ) + (2P -p ) | 
W V Po … + (
 0 p ) if , ^ > I (p) + (2po p ) | 
The unknown amplitudes of the basis functions are solved by the 
Gauss-Jordon method. The i row is multiplied by afi and is added to j row to 
make Zfi to zero. After Nt{Nt - 1 ) steps, the Z matrix is changed to the diagonal 
matrix. The elimination algorithm[12] is shown as, 
f 7 7 7 J = h ... rNt (120) \WarAi
 N 
l ” = w „ ' ' ' 
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The solution of the matrix is determined as 
r K. (121) /•= 
After solving for the unknown amplitudes of the basis functions, the input 
impedance Zin of the microstrip antenna can be obtained from the following 
variational formula: 
-[E^dv (122) 
where E is the total electric field contributed by the two surface current densities 
and Ii is the terminal current of the source and is assumed to be 1 A for simplicity. 
As a result, we have, 
2 "i "“2 1 (123) 
4 S S 1^+ I IlVl 
«=lUn = l «=sl _ 
Far field radiation patterns can be obtained by the following equations [7]: 
jka ^ 2 "i 1 (124) 
/ A o c o s e 2 - . ] ( 1 2 5 ) 
1% 2 "‘+2 1 (126) 
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jknCOsQ _/jLr 2 p u j 1 (127) 
1
 M~Gx3i{kxiky1 l+s+h)sm^+6y3i(kxfkyil+s +A)cos({))/ny^,y 
where = ^0sin9cos(|) and ky =^osin0sin(j). and E" represent the 
crosspolarization components for linear polarized propagation. 
2.4 ILLUSTRATIVE RESULTS 
In this section, numerical results are obtained to compare with experimental 
data available in the literature. The characteristics of the input impedance, 
impedance bandwidth, resonant frequency, resonant resistance and far field 
radiation patterns for different value of A and for different substrate spacing s 
between two dielectric layers are presented. 
We consider a rectangular microstrip antenna with parasitic element of 
dimensions: ax = vv2 = 0.32cm, =w2 = 0.28cm, I = 0.08cm s = 0.00cm, 
h = 0.16cm, e^ . = 2.55 and microstrip line feed of width w3 = 0.06cm« For the 
lower layer, even and odd expansion functions in the i-direction are included 
because the odd modes may contribute to the reactance significantly. However, 
for the upper layer, only even functions in the i-direction are found to be 
sufficient. It is found that two lowest even expansion functions in the x-direction 
are good enough for the upper layer in order to obtain a stable solution. In 
addition, a few expansion modes in the -direction are required for convergence. 
We also found that the theoretical input impedance converges slowly with 
increasing the number of expansion modes for the lower layer. Figure 4(a) and 
4(b) show the convergence behaviour of the input resistance and input reactance, 
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respectively, of the patch antenna. It takes about 80 minutes of the VAX 8200 
CPU time or 4 minutes of DEC 5200 CPU time to calculate one data point of 
the impedance curve. 
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no - (i) 
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(a) 
Figure 4 The convergence behaviour of input impedance of the patch antenna 
with parasitic element. a1 = w1 = 0.32cm, a2 = w2 = 0.28cm, l 0.08cm, 
s = 0.00cm, h = 0.16cm, ^ = 2.55, w3 = 0.06cm. ^ is even and odd 
symmetry, N2 is even symmetry, N3 and N4 are odd symmetry only. 
(i) (N19N2) = (1,1) and (N39N,) = (0,0) 
(ii) (Nl9N2) = (5,2) and (iV3,N4) = (3,0) 
(iii) (N19N2) = (10,2) and (N3,N4) = (3,0) 
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Figure 5 Measured and theoretical VSWRs of the patch antenna. 
al = w1 = 0.32cm, a2 = w2 = 0.28cm, I = 0.08cm, s = 0.00cm, 
h = 0.16cm, sr = 2.55 and w3 = 0.06cm. (characteristic impedance of 
feed = 100 Q) 
(i) Measurements [8] 
(ii) Theory ( N ^ = (15,2) and (N39N4) = (3 0) 
(iii) Quasi-TEM transmission line model [8] 
Figure 5 shows the calculated VSWR compared with the measured data 
[8]. We can observe that the moment method solution obtained in this thesis is 
more accurate than the transmission line model. 
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TABLE H 
Characteristics of a rectangular EMCP antenna 
… = % = 0.32 cm, 8^  = 2.55 
I = 0.08 cm, h = 0.16 cm, w3 = 0.06 cm 
A(mm) Bandwidth (GHz) Bandwidth (%) 
13.38-12.97=0.41 3.1 
0.2 12.97-11.26=1.71 14.3 
0.3 13.75-11.17=2.58 21.7 
0.4 13.21-11.30=1.91 15.9 
0.6 12.72-11.46=1.24 10.3 
s = 0.00 cm 
Figure 6(a) and 6(b) show, respectively, the real and imaginary part of the 
input impedance for different sizes of parasitic element. It is observed that the 
maximum 3 dB impedance bandwidth is attained when A=0.03cm, the variation 
of the bandwidth with A is tabulated in Table II. It is worth to notice that apart 
from improving the impedance bandwidth, the parasitic element provides an 
alternative way for impedance matching. 
Figure 7 and 8 show the input impedance for different value of air gap 
thickness s* The value of A is assumed to be 0.03cm since maximum impedance 
bandwidth is attained at this value when s = 0.00cm. We observe that the 
resonant frequency is increased with s initially. The variation of the bandwidth 
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with s is tabulated in Table IE. It is found that the air gap may improve the 
impedance bandwidth significantly. The trend of the result agrees qualitatively 
with the experimental observation by Lee et. al.[l]. 
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Figure 7 Input impedance of the patch antenna for different value of s with fixed 
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TABLE III 
Characteristics of a rectangular EMCP antenna 
A = vt^  = 0.32 cm, ^2 == vv2 = 0.28 cm, 8^  = 2.55 
I = 0.08 cm, h = 0.16 cm, w3 = 0.06 cm 
s (mm) Bandwidth (GHz) Bandwidth (%) 
0.0 13.75-11.17=2.58 21.7 
0.1 14.36-11.20=3.16 26.6 
0.2 14.69-11.22=3.47 28.9 
0.4 14.93-11.45=3.48 23.9 
0.8 15.00-12.05=2.95 20.3 
12 14.86-13.45=1.41 9.8 
1.6 14.65-13.48=1.17 8.2 
A = 0.3 mm 
To further check the correctness of the theory, the theoretical values for 
resonant frequency and bandwidth are obtained to compare with the experimental 
data shown in [1]. The dimensions of the antenna and the results are shown in 
Table IV and V for different thickness of the lower substrate I = 0.0762 cm and 
0.0254 cm, respectively. For this thin substrate case, the lowest even expansion 
function in the i-direction is required for both lower and upper patches, and the 
lowest odd expansion function in the -direction is required for the lower patch. 
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TABLE IV 
Characteristics of a rectangular EMCP antenna 
ax = a2 — 0.75 cm, wx = w2 = 0.5 cm, 
Er = 2.17 I = 0.0762 cm, h = 0.0254 cm 
xp = 0.1875 cm, yp = 0.1250 cm 
Spacing f01 GHz Bandwidth (%) 
s (cm) Theory Experiment [1] Theory Experiment [1] 
0.102 9^27 92 7V7 5.9 ^ ^ 
0.152 9.20 10.6 9.5 17.1 
0.203 9.20 10.4 12.0 19.6 
0.254 9.30 10.4 21.3 8.5 
0.406 10.00 9.85 14.9 -
0.508 9.90 9.90 8.7 -
0.610 9.83 9.90 6.0 -
0.711 9.77 9.90 4.6 -
0.813 9.72 9.90 3.7 -
0.914 9.68 9.90 3.2 -
1.016 9.64 9.85 2.7 2.5 
1.118 9.61 9.85 2.5 2.1 
Single patch 9.52 9.8 4.7 3.1 
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TABLE V 
Characteristics of a rectangular EMCP antenna 
cii - 02 - 0.75 cm, % = w2 = 0.5 cm, ^ = 2.17 
I = h = 0.0254 cm 
xp = 0.1875 cm, yp = 0.1250 cm 
Spacing /01 GHz Bandwidth {%) 
s (cm) Theory Experiment [1] Theory Experiment [1] 
0.051 1L82 9L95 336 13.0 — 
0.102 9.78 10.10 3.48 10.5 
0.152 9.78 10.45 4.29 6.2 
0.204 9.80 10.46 5.82 4.8 
0.254 9.88 10.48 7.39 3.4 
0.305 9.99 10.46 7.61 2.9 
0.356 10.06 10.46 6.26 2.9 
0.406 10.08 10.40 4.56 2.6 
0.457 10.08 10.37 3.77 -
0.508 10.05 10.37 2.99 -
0.610 10.05 10.34 2.19 -
0.762 10.00 10.30 1.30 -
0.864 9.98 10.30 1.20 -
0.914 9.98 10.28 0.80 1.3 
0.965 9.96 10.28 0.90 1.3 
1.016 9.99 10.28 0.90 1.3 
1.118 9.94 10.30 1.00 1.2 
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Figure 9 and 10 show the input impedance for the thickness of lower 
substrate /=0.0762cm and /=0.0254cm, respectively. It is found that the resonant 
resistance and resonant frequency decrease with increasing the substrate spacing 
s initially. As s is increased, the impedance curve is tend to the single layer 
case. 
Figure 11 and 12 show the far field radiation patterns for the thickness of 
lower substrate /=0.0762cm and /=0.0254cm, respectively. It is found that the 
beamwidth increases with increasing the substrate spacing s initially. However, 
the narrow beamwith is obtained for the relatively large value of s is chosen. 
For all cases, the crosspolarization components are below than 40 dB. 
The discrepancy between theoretical and experimental results for resonant 
and impedance bandwidth is perhaps due to the teflon used between the two 
layers. 
Figure 13, 14 and 15 show respectively the resonant frequency, resonant 
input resistance and impedance bandwidth versus the dimension A of the parasitic 
patch. We choose the substrate spacing ^=0.0254cm. The characteristics for 
two different thicknesses of the lower substrate are considered. We can observe 
that the resonant frequency increases with decreasing A initially and tends to a 
steady value. The bandwidth for the thick substrate case, /=0.0762cm, attains 
the maximum value when A is slightly greater than zero. On the contrast, the 
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Figure 11 Far field radiation patterns of the patch antenna with parasitic element 
for different substrate spacing s. ^^  = ^ = 0/75011, w1=w2 = 0.5cm, 
8, = 2.17, / = 0.0762cm, h = 0.0254cm, x p = 0.1875cm and 
=0.1250cm. U N , =(1 1) and (N3iN4) = (1,0)) 
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Figure 12 Far field radiation patterns of the patch antenna with parasitic element 
for different substrate spacing .y. ^ =a2 = 0.75cm, w1 =w2 = 0.5cm, 
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Figure 13 Resonant frequency versus different value of A. = 0.75cm, 
wt = 0.5cm, 6^  = 2.17, 5 = 0.254cm, h = 0.0254cm, xp = 0.1875cm and 
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Chapter 3 
Analysis of Circularly Polarized 
Stacked Rectangular Microstrip Antenna 
In the previous chapter, we presents the rigorous analysis for the stacked 
rectangular microstrip antenna. The same configuration can be excited for 
radiating circularly polarized wave. In this chapter, the input impedance, 
impedance bandwidth, axial ratio bandwidth and far field radiation patterns of 
the stacked rectangular microstrip antenna are studied. The results are compared 
with experimental data available in the literature[16]. The characteristics for two 
different thickness of the lower substrate are presented. 
3.1 THE RANGE OF APPLICATIONS 
In recent years, the circular polarization characteristics of microstrip antenna 
has been extensively investigated. The development of Mobile Satellite (MSAT) 
communications and Earth remote sensing using microstrip antennas are reported 
on [14]. To overcome the narrow bandwidth of microstrip antenna, the single 
patch element is constructed on physically thick substrate[15]. Moreover, the 
two layer electromagnetically coupled (EMCP) antenna with airgap has better 
impedance bandwidth and axial ratio bandwidth and improved directivity[16-17], 
Jo 
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In this chapter, the input impedance, impedance bandwidth, axial ratio 
bandwidth and far field radiation patterns of stacked rectangular microstrip 
antenna are investigated by the methods of moment. The formulation of the 
Green's functions are same as section 2.1 to section 2.3. The total number of 
entire basis functions in x and y are selected to be same. Moreover, both odd 
and even modes are chosen to analyse the circularly polarized case. The 
theoretical results are compared with measurementsf 16]. To improve the ARBW 
of stacked rectangular microstrip antenna, the thick lower substrate is also 
considered. 
3.2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
In this section, the numerical results of far field radiation patterns with 
different substrate spacing s are obtained to compare with experimental data 
available in the literature. The dimensions of a rectangular microstrip antenna 
with parasitic element are as follows: q = (¾ = 2.225cm, vt^  = w2 = 2.200cm, 
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Figure 16 The convergence behaviour of input impedance of stacked antenna 
with ^ = 1.53cm, al = a2z:= 2.225cm, Wi = w2 2.200cm 
l=h= 0.025cm, 8^  = 2.17, and (xp,^)=(1.06cm, 1.05cm). 
Figure 16 shows the convergence behaviour of the input impedance of the 
stacked antenna with s = 1.53cm. It is found that the resistance of the input 
impedance converges to the steady solution as n > 5 but the reactance of the 
input impedance converges slowly when increasing the number of expansion 
modes. In this analysis, we choose to calculate the 
theoretical value of input impedance with different substrate spacing s between 
two dielectric layers. 
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Figure 17 Far field radiation patterns of single layer patch antenna. ax = 2.225cm, 
Wi = 2.200cm, I = 0.025cm, =2.17 (xp, yp)=( 1.06cm, 1.05cm). 
" 2 = 5) 
Figure 17 shows the theoretical value of far field radiation patterns of 
single layer compared with measurements[16]. Note that E^ and E" represent, 
respectively, E^iny -z plane and EQinx-z plane, while E^ and represent, 
respectively, E^ in x - z plane and EQ'my-z plane. Moreover, the resonant 
frequency, impedance bandwidth, axial ratio bandwidth and resonant resistance 
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Figure 18 Far field radiation patterns of stacked antenna with 5=0.00(:111. 
^ = 02 = 2.225cm, wt =w2 = 2.200cm l = h = 0.025cm, £^ . = 2.17 and 
(^,^)=(1.06cm,1.05cm). (N, =N2=N3 =NA = 5) 
Figure 18 shows the far field radiation patterns of stacked antenna with 
s = O.OOciru It is found that the measured data is closed to the theoretical values 
of E and E^ for (j) smaller than 30°. 
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Figure 19 Far field radiation patterns of stacked antenna with s = 8.89cm. 
flj = ^2 = 2.225cm, w1=w2 = 2.200cm, I =h 0.025cm, ^ = 2.17, and 
(¾ ;yp)=(1.06cm 1.05cin). (N, =iV2 = ^ V3 =N4 = 5) 
Figure 19 shows the far field radiation patterns of stacked antenna with 
s = 8.89cm compared with measurements! 16]. It is found that the beamwidth is 
narrower than the previous cases. 
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Figure 20 and 21 the thickness of the lower substrate is /=0.025cm and 
/=0.0762cm respectively, show the input impedance of stacked antenna for 
different value of substrate spacing s in term of resonant wavelength Xq for the 
single patch case. It is found that the resonant resistance of the thin lower 
substrate case, the resonant resistance is increased with increasing the substrate 
spacing s initially. For the thick lower substrate case, two peak resistance will 
be combined from 0.08-0.18^. It is remarkable that the resonant frequency, 
impedance bandwidth, axial ratio bandwidth and resonant resistance of the thick 
substrate case are 2.2572GHz, 1.2324%, 0.2902% and 129.87¾ respectively. 
Figure 22 and 23 show the value of ~ against input frequency for /=0.025cm 
and /=0.0762cm, respectively. It is found that the peak value are decreased with 
increasing substrate spacing s initially and with increasing the thickness of the 
lower substrate. For the thick lower substrate case, k is found that the value is 
below 3dB from 0.08-0.14^ across the frequency band. 
Figure 24 and 25 show the far field radiation patterns of stacked antenna 
for different substrate spacing s in term of resonant wavelength Xq for the single 
patch case. It is found that the narrow beamwidth is obtained by choosing the 
relative large value of substrate spacing s. 
Figure 26 and 27 show the impedance bandwidth of stacked antenna versus 
different substrate spacing s in term of resonant wavelength Xq for the single 
patch case. The impedance bandwidth is determined by VSWR<2. It is found 
that the maximum bandwidth is 1.9296% and 4.9740% for /=0,025cm and 
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/=0.0762cm at s =0.10^, respectively. 
Figure 28 and 29 show the axial ratio bandwidth of stacked antenna versus 
different substrate spacing in term of resonant wavelength for the single patch 
case. It is found that the peak value of %ARBW is 0.525% at 0.11^,, which is 
determined by -^<3dB, for /=0.025cm. Figure 28 show the calculated value of 
ARBW is approximate same for using one or five expansion modes as s is 
increased. Figure 29 shows that the substrate spacing s of stacked rectangular 
microstrip antenna should be chosen between 0.08-0.14^ for circular 
polarization. 
Figure 30 and 31 show the resonant resistance of stacked antenna versus 
different substrate spacing s in term of resonant wavelength 7^ for the single 
patch case. The resonant resistance is defined by E z =E . It is found that the 
resonant resistance increases with %ARBW, The maximum value of the resonant 
resistance is 43.61Q at 0.1 2Xq for /=0.025cm. Figure 31 shows the minimum 
value of the resonant resistance is 69.40Q at 0.11 . 
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Figure 20 Input impedance of stacked antenna for different substrate spacing 
s in term of resonant wavelength Xq for the single patch case. 
aY = a2 = 2.225cm, v^ = w2 = 2.200cm, I 0.025cm, ^ = 2.17 and 
yPH1.06cm,1.05cm). (N, =N2=N3 =iV4 = 5) 
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Figure 21 Input impedance of stacked antenna for different substrate spacing 
s in term of resonant wavelength \ for the single patch case. 
ax=a2 = 2.225cm, w1 = w2 = 2.200cm, / = 0.0762cm 0.025cm 
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Figure 24 Far field radiation patterns of stacked antenna for different substrate 
spacing s in term of resonant wavelength \ for the single patch 
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Figure 25 Far field radiation patterns of stacked antenna for different substrate 
spacing s in term of resonant wavelength for the single patch 
case. a1 = a2 = 2.225cm, = w2 = 2.200cm / 0.0762cm, 
h - 0.025cm, e^  = 2.17 and (xpi yp)=( 1.06cm, 1.05cm). 
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Figure 26 Impedance bandwidth of stacked antenna versus different substrate 
spacing s in term of resonant wavelength 7^ for the single patch case, 
fli = = 2.225cm = w2 = 2.200cm l—h— 0.025cm, e^ . = 2.17, and 
( \ 3V)=(1.06cm 1.05cm). (iVx =N2=N3=N4 = 5) 
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Figure 27 Impedance bandwidth of stacked antenna versus different substrate 
spacing s in term of resonant wavelength for the single patch case. 
at -a2 = 2.225cm, = w2 = 2.200cm, I = 0.0762cm, h = 0.025cm, 
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Figure 28 Axial ratio bandwidth of stacked antenna versus different substrate 
spacing s in term of resonant wavelength 7^ for the single patch case. 
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Figure 29 Axial ratio bandwidth of stacked antenna versus different substrate 
spacing s in term of resonant wavelength Xq for the single patch case. 
W 2.225cm = w2 = 2.200cm, / = 0.0762cm, h = 0.025cm, 
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Figure 30 Resonant resistance of stacked antenna versus different substrate 
spacing s in term of resonant wavelength Xq for the single patch 
case. ax = a2 = 2.225cm, wt = w2 = 2.200cm, I = h= 0.025cm, 
8r = 2.17, and (xp ;yp)=( 1.06cm 1.05cm). (Nt =N2=N3=N4 = 5) 
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Figure 31 Resonant resistance of stacked antenna versus different substrate 
spacing s in term of resonant wavelength 7^ for the single patch 
case. = = 2.225cm wt = w2 = 2.200cm, I = 0.0762cm, 
h = 0.025cm, e, = 2.17 and (xp9 ^ )=(1.060111,1.050111). 
Chapter 4 
Conclusion 
In this thesis, full-wave analysis is employed to evaluate the characteristics of 
linearly polarized stacked rectangular microstrip antennas. The substrate effect is 
taken into account by the rigorous Green's function formulation. Entire basis modes 
are chosen for the moment method. It is found that the parasitic element can increase 
the antenna bandwidth and changes the radiation resistance. The far field radiation 
patterns are studied. 
The half power impedance bandwidth can be broaden by changing the size of 
the parasitic element and the substrate spacing s between two dielectric layers. The 
maximum bandwidth is attained by choosing the appropriate patch size and the 
substrate spacing s. Narrow beamwidth is obtained by using a relatively large value 
of 5 . 
The characteristics of circularly polarized stacked microstrip antenna are also 
studied. It is found that the parasitic element can increase the antenna impedance, 
impedance bandwidth, axial ratio bandwidth and can change the far field radiation 
patterns for properly spacing s. 
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Al. List of Symbols 
Operators: 
< w y S > Inner product of the functions w and g 
A Vector A 
A Fourier transform of the function A 
Re [J] Real part of the function J 
Im[J] Imaginary part of the function J 
Lower Cases: 
a
’b,c,d a,c are complex variable function of kx 




fmn Resonant frequency 
h Length 
i Integer index 
j ^ 
Integer index 
k0 Free space wavenumber 
kl 2 Wavenumber in dielectric 
— 
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jcx Spectral domain variable in Cartesian coordinates 
I Length 
m,n Integer index 
nl,«2,«3,«4 Integer index 
P,q,r,s p,r are complex variable function of kx 
q9s are complex variable function of ky 
s Length 
x,y9z Cartesian coordinates 
x9yfz Unit vector in specified coordinate direction 
xoi yoi Location of surface current 
xp, yp Feed location 
Wi Length 
Upper Cases: 
A,B,C,D Complex variables 
A Magnetic vector potential 
ARBW Axial Ratio Bandwidth 
BW Half power bandwidth 
E Electric field intensity 
Electric field components in spherical coordinates 
EB Entire basis function 
EMCP Electromagnetically coupled antenna 
Gi Green function in layer i ' 
GHz Giga Hertz 
H Magnetic field intensity 
/,- Complex value 
Surface current 
Complex variable 
I0 Impressed current 
«—• — • 
J e J s l s l Surface current densities 
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J Excitation current 
—• 
Jw Testing function 
MSAT Mobile Satellite communications 
N i . 2 , 3 , 4 Integer, index 
Nt Integer index 
P,Q,R)S Complex variables 
Px Characteristic equation for the transverse electric surface wave pole 
P2 Characteristic equation for the transverse magnetic surface wave 
pole 
TEM Transverse electromagnetic 
VSWR Voltage standing wave ratio 
Vx'y Voltage vector element 
Z^ Input impedance 
Impedance element 
Greek Characters: 
a P Spectral domain variable in polar coordinates 
Po Zero of the function P2 
8(x) Delta function 
tan 8 Loss tangent of dielectric 
8 Permittivity of a material 
^ Permittivity of free space, 8.854xl0"2 cm"1 
6r Relative permittivity (dielectric constant) 
l v




Permeability of free space, 4tcx10'7 Hm'1 
co Angular frequency 
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9 (|) spherical coordinates 
n pi=3.1415926 




O Non-zero part of the integrand T at |3 = (30 
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